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[1] Europa’s icy surface displays numerous small (5- to 30-km-diameter) pits, spots, and

uplifts that have been suggested to result from convection in the ice shell. To test this
hypothesis, we present numerical simulations of convection in Europa’s ice shell,
including temperature-dependent viscosity and tidal heating. Ice shells 15 and 50 km thick
are considered, consistent with several estimates of the shell thickness on Europa. The
convection produces deep pits (consistent with some of the observed features) when the
lithospheric viscosity is 103 –105 times greater than that of the underlying ice, but greater
viscosity contrasts lead to topography insufficient to explain the observed pits. If ductile
creep is the only deformation mechanism, these results imply that convection cannot
produce the observed pits and uplifts because in that case the predicted surface viscosity
exceeds that of the warm underlying ice by at least a factor of 1010. However, the strength
of Europa’s surface may be low enough for plastic deformation to play a role in the
convection, opening the possibility that convection could produce some of Europa’s pits.
For plausible viscosities (1013 Pa s at the melting temperature), the pits are 100–300 m
deep and 10–20 km in diameter; greater or lesser viscosities lead to wider or narrower
pits, respectively. None of our simulations produced isolated uplifts of any diameter,
however, so these probably formed by another mechanism. The convection can induce
surface stresses >1 bar, which exceeds the inferred strength of Europa’s crust and indicates
the likelihood of surface disruption. The maximum tidal heat fluxes that can be transported
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1. Introduction
[2] Europa’s surface displays a diversity of geologic
terrains. The two dominant terrain types are the ridged
plains, which consist of successive generations of overprinted ridge pairs, and the chaos terrains, which are
comprised of hummocky material and disrupted crustal
blocks. In addition, numerous small (3- to 30-km-diameter)
landforms were imaged by Galileo, including pits, domes,
platforms, irregular uplifts, irregular lobate features, and
disrupted ‘‘micro-chaos’’ regions (Figure 1) [Pappalardo et
al., 1998; Greeley et al., 1998; Greenberg et al., 2003;
Spaun et al., 1999; Spaun, 2002]. The topography of these
features often reaches 100 –300 m or more [Greenberg et
al., 2003; Schenk and McKinnon, 2001; Schenk and
Copyright 2004 by the American Geophysical Union.
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Pappalardo, 2002; Figueredo et al., 2002]. Many of the
depressions and uplifts alter the topography of the existing
surface without disruption. Debate exists about the size
distribution of the features; Pappalardo et al. [1998] argued
from early analysis of Galileo images that a predominant
diameter of 10 km exists, which Spaun [2002] and Spaun
et al. [1999] revised downward to 4 – 6 km after an
exhaustive survey of the complete image data set (which
was not yet available to Pappalardo et al. [1998]).
Greenberg et al. [2003] and Riley et al. [2000] also
performed an exhaustive survey and argued that, when a
preferred diameter exists at all, it is 3 km and reflects the
limits of resolution rather than a physical cutoff. In either
case, however, the numerous observed features with diameters >3 km remain unexplained.
[3] Although several formation models exist for these
features [Greeley et al., 1998; Greenberg et al., 1999;
Fagents et al., 2000], the most popular is that convection
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Figure 1. Regional Galileo image of Europa’s surface near Conamara Chaos, showing numerous
uplifts, pits, spots, and ‘‘micro-chaos’’ regions. The image spans about 140 by 130 km and is centered at
latitude 12.3N and longitude 268W. Illumination is from the right.
in the underlying ice shell deforms the lithosphere, producing pits, domes, and disrupted regions [e.g., Pappalardo et
al., 1998; Spaun, 2002; Head and Pappalardo, 1999;
Collins et al., 2000; Pappalardo and Head, 2001; Schenk
and Pappalardo, 2002; Figueredo et al., 2002]. As yet,
however, few quantitative studies investigating this hypothesis have been performed. Simplified calculations performed by Nimmo and Manga [2002] and Rathbun et al.
[1998] suggested that small (2- to 3-km-diameter), coherent
diapirs impinging against the lithosphere can produce

domes of the inferred width, and Nimmo and Manga
[2002] pointed out that if the diapirs formed at the base of
the ice shell, then the lower thermal boundary layer thickness must be 1 – 2 km, which requires a relatively low ice
viscosity of 1012 – 1013 Pa s. But a full consideration of the
convective dynamics (which was not undertaken by the
above authors) is required to rigorously model diapir
formation, evolution, and surface manifestation as a function of the background thermal state. Furthermore, rising
diapirs are only one aspect of a complex overturning
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Table 1. Model Parameters
Name

Symbol

Value

Acceleration of gravity
Density
Thermal expansivity
Thermal diffusivity
Temperature contrast
Melting-temperature viscosity

g
r
a
k
T
h0

1.3 m s1
917 kg m3
1.65 104K1
1 106m2 s1
175 K
primarily 1013 Pa s; 1012
and 1014 Pa s in a few runs
15 or 50 km

Thickness of ice shell

d

circulation, and a complete understanding of the relative
roles of ascending and descending plumes in producing
surface topography (as well as a self-consistent determination of the background thermal state itself) requires numerical simulations of the convection. It is therefore important
to ascertain whether pits, uplifts, and disrupted micro-chaos
regions result from a full numerical model of convection in
Europa’s ice shell. Several groups have begun to numerically model Europan convection [e.g., Sotin et al., 2002;
Barr and Pappalardo, 2003; Tobie et al., 2002; Wang and
Stevenson, 2000], but to date these studies have not
emphasized the influence of the convection on surface
topography.
[4] Here we present two-dimensional numerical simulations of solid-state convection in Europa’s ice shell with the
goal of determining implications for the surface features,
especially the amplitude and wavelength of topography
produced by the convection.

2. Model and Methods
[5] We used the ConMan finite-element code [King et al.,
1990] to solve the incompressible (Boussinesq) fluid equations neglecting inertia, as appropriate to a viscous, slowly
convecting system. The simulations were performed in
Cartesian (rectangular) geometry. In a convecting shell with
a thickness comparable to the radius, spherical geometry
would be required; however, Europa’s ice-shell thickness is
much less than Europa’s radius, so rectangular geometry is
sufficient.
[6] The code solves the dimensionless equations of momentum, continuity, and energy, respectively, given by
@sij
þ Ra qki ¼ 0
@xj

ð1Þ

@ui
¼0
@xi

ð2Þ

@q
@q @ 2 q
¼
þ q0
þ ui
@t
@xi @x2i

ð3Þ

where sij is the dimensionless stress tensor, u i is
dimensionless velocity, q is dimensionless temperature, q0
is dimensionless heating rate, ki is the vertical unit vector, t
is dimensionless time, xi and xj are the dimensionless spatial
coordinates, and i and j are the coordinate indices. Repeated
spatial indices imply summation. For the development of
the equations, see for example Zhong and Gurnis [1994a] or
Schubert et al. [2001, chap. 6].
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[7] The temperature dependence of the viscosity is
contained in the constitutive relationship between stresses
and strain rates, which, in dimensional form, is given by
sij ¼ pdij þ h



@ui @uj
þ
@xj @xi

ð4Þ

where p is pressure, dij is the Kronecker delta, and h is the
temperature-dependent viscosity.
[8] The Rayleigh number Ra is given by

Ra ¼

graTd 3
kh0

ð5Þ

where g is gravity, r is density, a is thermal expansivity, T
is the temperature drop between the bottom and top
boundaries, d is the depth of the system, k is the thermal
diffusivity, and h0 is the dynamic viscosity at the melting
temperature. For reference, the model parameters are
presented in Table 1.
[9] The velocity boundary conditions are periodic on the
sides and free-slip rigid walls on the top and bottom.
Because Europa’s ice shell is underlain by a liquid-water
ocean, the temperature at the base must remain at the
melting temperature, and so we fix the bottom boundary
to a temperature of 270 K. The top surface is maintained at
95 K, 35% of the basal temperature.
[10] The thickness of Europa’s ice shell is a major
unknown; we perform simulations primarily with thicknesses of 15 or 50 km, consistent with estimates of the
ice-shell thickness from evolution, crater morphology, and
crater size-distribution studies [Hussmann et al., 2002;
Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989; Turtle and Ivanov, 2002;
Schenk, 2002]. The ice-shell thickness in any given simulation remains constant throughout the simulation. The
simulations were performed with aspect ratios (ratio of
width to depth) ranging from 3 to 9.
[11] The adopted rheology is purely viscous, with a
Newtonian, temperature-dependent viscosity. For the temperatures, stresses, and grain sizes that are likely in a
convecting icy satellite, deformation by grain-boundary
sliding (GBS) and diffusion are most relevant [Goldsby
and Kohlstedt, 2001; Durham and Stern, 2001; McKinnon,
1998, 1999]. GBS is mildly non-Newtonian and grain-size
sensitive, with a strain rate _ / s1.8a1.4, where s and a are
the stress and grain size, respectively [Goldsby and
Kohlstedt, 2001]. Diffusion is Newtonian and leads to a
strain rate _ / sa2. The stresses and temperatures expected
in the convecting region are probably 0.1– 1 bar and 200–
260 K [e.g., McKinnon, 1998], and while the grain sizes are
unknown, estimates have suggested 0.1 – 1 mm [Kirk and
Stevenson, 1987]. For constant grain size and temperature
within the ranges given above, the rheological parameters
given by Goldsby and Kohlstedt [2001] imply that the
effective (stress-dependent) viscosity varies by only a factor
of 2 – 5 as stress is varied from 0.1 – 1 bar (depending on
the relative importance of GBS and diffusion). This stress
dependence is modest (for example, it is dwarfed by
temperature variations in the viscosity, which are orders of
magnitude) and suggests that to first order it is adequate to
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approximate the viscosity as Newtonian. We therefore adopt
a Newtonian temperature-dependent viscosity relevant for
ice:
 

Tm
h ¼ h0 exp A
1
T

ð6Þ

where T is temperature, Tm is melting temperature, and h0 is
the viscosity at the melting temperature. Most of our
simulations used h0 = 1013 Pa s, although we also explored
1012 and 1014 Pa s in a few cases. The value of A is
maintained constant at 26, equivalent to an activation
energy of 60 kJ mol1 [see Goldsby and Kohlstedt, 2001].
[12] Simple prescriptions such as equation (6) imply that
unfractured ice at Europa’s 100-K surface temperature has a
viscosity at least 1010 times that of the warm underlying ice,
which, in absence of other effects, would preclude the
surface layers from participating in the convection and lead
to the formation of a stagnant lid at the surface [e.g.,
Solomatov, 1995; Moresi and Solomatov, 1995]. The fact
that the 10– 30 bar failure strength of unfractured ice
substantially exceeds the 0.1 – 1 bar convective stresses
supports the idea that the surface remains immobile despite
the existence of underlying convective motions. However,
recent models for the formation of Europan cycloidal ridges
imply that the fracture yield stress is only 0.4 bars [Hoppa et
al., 1999]. This implies that Europa’s surface layer is
extremely weak and raises the possibility that brittle deformation plays a role in the convection. On Earth, significant
lithospheric deformation occurs along macroscopic faults
and distributed microfractures from the surface to 40 km
depth [Kohlstedt et al., 1995; Tackley, 2000a], and such
deformation may be important in allowing plate tectonics
[Tackley, 2000b]. The most appropriate way to incorporate
such rheology is to allow plastic deformation when the
shear stress exceeds a specified yield stress sY (i.e., the
viscosity would be that of equation (6) when the stress is
_ where _ is the strain rate,
less than sY and would be sY/,
when the stress exceeds sY)[Tackley, 2000b]. However, such
rheology allows complex nonlinear behavior, and for a first
study of Europan convection, it is better to start with a
simpler prescription that allows direct control of the effective viscosity associated with the plastic deformation.
Accordingly, we parameterize the plastic behavior by
terminating the increase in viscosity with decreasing temperature predicted by equation (6) when the viscosity
exceeds a specified value that remains constant within a
given simulation. The viscosity contrast c, defined as the
ratio between the maximum and minimum viscosities in the
simulation, is a free parameter that we vary from 102 – 109.
When equation (6) implies a local viscosity less than ch0,
that viscosity is used, but when the viscosity predicted by
equation (6) exceeds ch0 then the local viscosity is set equal
to ch0.
[13] Internal tidal heating is included in most simulations.
Europa’s tidal heating rate is poorly constrained and
depends on the dissipation mechanisms and tidal flexing
amplitude, which are not well known. Ojakangas and
Stevenson [1989] pointed out that the Maxwell time of soft
ice is comparable to Europa’s tidal-flexing period, and they
suggested that, because of this match, viscous creep may be
the dominant contributor to tidal dissipation at tidal fre-
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quencies. Because of its simplicity, they and other authors
have parameterized the dissipation using the Maxwell
model, which yields a recipe in which the dissipation
maximizes at a temperature near melting [e.g., Ojakangas
and Stevenson, 1989; Showman et al., 1997; Hussmann et
al., 2002; Wang and Stevenson, 2000; Sotin et al., 2002;
Tobie et al., 2002]. One of the key implications is that the
dissipation is greatest in the bottom part of the ice shell,
where temperatures are warmest. However, alternative rheological models exist that would lead to different functional
forms for the dissipation, and additional dissipation mechanisms may exist near melting and at very low temperatures,
where the Maxwell model predicts small dissipation. In
addition to these uncertainties, there is debate over how to
extend the dissipation to multiple dimensions; some authors
have suggested that the temperature dependence of tidal
heating can cause runaway heating in hot upwelling plumes
[Sotin et al., 2002; McKinnon, 1999; Wang and Stevenson,
2000], but other authors argue that the tidal flexing, which
causes the dissipation, cannot couple to small-scale convective structures [Moore, 2001]. Despite a lack of consensus
on the details, most theoretical estimates place the average
volumetric dissipation rate between 107 W m3 and 3
106 W m3 and the surface heat flux between 0.01 –0.1
W m2 [Hussmann et al., 2002; Ojakangas and Stevenson,
1989; Ross and Schubert, 1987].
[14] To span the range of possibilities, we run two sets of
simulations. In the first set, we held the volumetric tidal
heating rate q constant throughout the domain with a value
between 107 and 105 W m3 (some simulations were
also performed with no tidal heating for comparison). This
formulation gives us direct control over the heating magnitude so that we can easily quantify how the topography and
background thermal state depend on the heating rate. In
another set of simulations, q was determined by the Maxwell model, leading to a strong temperature dependence,
with q maximizing at or near the melting temperature:
2 w2 h
q ¼ h 0 2 2i
2 1 þ wmh2

ð7Þ

where w = 2 105 s1 is Europa’s tidal flexing frequency,
m = 4 109 Pa is the rigidity of ice, and 0 is the maximum
magnitude of tidal flexing strain experienced by the ice
shell during a tidal cycle. A crude estimate of 0 is simply
x/R, where x is the amplitude of surface displacement during
a tidal cycle and R = 1565 km is Europa’s radius. For the
expected internal structure (i.e., an ice shell, internal ocean,
and silicate core), the vertical surface deformation during a
tidal cycle is 20– 30 m [Moore and Schubert, 2000; Ross
105. More
and Schubert, 1987], implying 0  1– 2
detailed calculations confirm these values and show that for
a mechanically uniform shell 0 varies spatially by a factor
of about two, with minima near the equator and maxima
near the poles [Ojakangas and Stevenson, 1989]. However,
if Europa’s ice shell is mechanically heterogeneous
(for example, with much of the strain taken up within
localized shear zones), then a wider range of values may
be relevant. We vary 0 between 106 and 104; within
a given simulation, its value remains fixed in space and
time.
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[15] The normal stress at the top and bottom boundaries is
non-zero and can vary spatially due to fluid-dynamical
interactions; in a system with an open top surface, this
would produce surface dynamic topography proportional to
the normal stress. This fact has led to a standard prescription
in the Earth mantle convection literature for calculating
dynamic (i.e., convectively generated) topography [e.g.,
Zhong and Gurnis, 1994b], which we follow here. The
dynamic topography is calculated from the relation
h¼

szz
rg

ð8Þ

where h is the dynamic topography, szz is the (dimensional)
vertical normal stress at the surface, r is the density
contrast across the interface (here equal to density itself),
and g is gravity. This prescription is valid when h is much
less than the wavelength of the topography, which is true
here. The surface normal stress is calculated with the
consistent boundary flux (CBF) method [see Zhong et al.,
1993].
[16] The simulation was initialized with a conductive
temperature profile containing a weak perturbation near
the bottom. The resolution was typically either 50 or 100
elements in the vertical direction and 150, 300, or 450
elements in the horizontal direction, depending on the
aspect ratio of the simulation.

3. Results
[17] Consistent with analytical estimates [McKinnon,
1999], our simulations indicate that vigorous convection
can occur in ice layers thicker than 10– 15 km, depending
on the value of the melting-point viscosity h0. The behavior
of the convection and the resulting dynamic topography
depend strongly on the viscosity contrast c and also on the
depth of the convecting system, melting-temperature viscosity h0, and amplitude of internal heating q. We find that
viscosity contrasts of 103 –105 produce topography up to
100 –300 m amplitude, whereas simulations with viscosity
contrasts 102 or 106 generally have topography of
30 m or less.
[18] When the viscosity contrast exceeds 106, the convective topography generally has characteristic wavelengths
of 30 –60 km (implying half-wavelength rises and valleys of
15– 30 km width) and amplitudes of 30 m or less. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, which depicts the temperature and
dynamic topography for a simulation with a viscosity
contrast of 109, layer thickness of 50 km, and meltingtemperature viscosity of 1013 Pa s; essentially the same
behavior is also observed for viscosity contrasts of 106, 107,
and 108. Because of the temperature dependence of the
viscosity, the convection is asymmetric, with a thick upper
boundary layer, thin lower boundary layer, and a mean
internal temperature in the convecting region that is about
97% of that at the base of the system. Numerous small-scale
convective plumes, whose temperatures differ by <3% from
that of their surroundings, rise from the base of the system
and sink from the underside of the upper boundary layer.
The viscosity near the top of the system is great enough to
allow formation of a thick stagnant lid that does not
participate in the convection [see Solomatov, 1995; Moresi

Figure 2. (top) Temperature divided by melting temperature for a simulation in a domain 300 km wide and 50 km
deep. The viscosity contrast is 109, melting-temperature
viscosity is 1013 Pa s, constant tidal heating is q = 1
108, and
107W m3, basal Rayleigh number is 4.3
resolution is 300
50 in the horizontal and vertical
directions. (bottom) Dynamic topography for the same
simulation.
and Solomatov, 1995]. Although warm rising plumes exist,
they generally lose their coherency before they traverse the
layer, and they have minimal topographic signature at the
surface. Instead, the topography correlates with horizontal
variations in the thickness of the stagnant lid, which is
denser than the underlying material.
[19] When the viscosity contrast is 105 or less, the
convective behavior changes drastically, leading to the
production of deep, narrow depressions. Figures 3 and 4
show the temperature and dynamic topography resulting
from simulations with a viscosity contrast of 104 and layer
thicknesses of 50 km and 15 km, respectively. As before,
numerous small-scale convective plumes, whose temperatures differ by <2% from that of their surroundings, rise
from the base of the system and sink from the underside of
the upper boundary layer. Furthermore, despite its stiffness,
the upper boundary layer is mobile enough to descend in
10– 20 km-wide downwellings whose temperatures are only
60– 70% of that at the base of the system. This behavior
indicates that the convection is in the transitional or ‘‘sluggish lid’’ regime described by Solomatov [1995]. Depressions 10– 20 km wide and 100 m deep dominate the
topographic expression. The depression widths are determined not by the depth of the convecting system but by the
width of the downwellings, which underlie the depressions.
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contrast, the descending plumes that underlie the depressions are 0.3Tm  80 K colder than their surroundings,
implying a topographic depression of amplitude h  260 m
for a plume extending 20 km vertically. Arguments similar
to these explain why no deep depressions exist when the
viscosity contrast 106: because the coldest regions are
immobile, the descending plumes have minimal buoyancy.
[21] We find that, as long as the system is in a convective
state, the tidal heating has only a secondary effect on the
dynamic topography, which (for c  103 – 105) remains
dominated by 100– 300 m-deep depressions over a wide
range of tidal heating rates. One could wonder whether
reduced tidal heating would lead to cool enough temperatures in the convecting region for ascending plumes to
produce tall domes (a result of their increased buoyancy
relative to the cooler, denser background). However, simulations with no tidal heating do not produce domes; even in
this case, the equilibrated temperature in the convecting
region is 0.9Tm, which allows insufficient buoyancy in
rising plumes for uplifts to be produced. Our simulations
show tentative evidence that depressions are deeper when
the tidal heating rate is lower, possibly because tidal heating
in descending plumes lessens their negative buoyancy.
[22] All the simulations described so far were performed
using a melting-point viscosity h0 of 1013 Pa s. The
Figure 3. (top) Temperature divided by melting temperature for a simulation in a domain 300 km wide and 50 km
deep. The melting-point viscosity h0 is 1013 Pa s, viscosity
contrast is 104, constant tidal heating rate is 3 107 W m3,
basal Rayleigh number is 4.3 108, and resolution is 300
50 in the horizontal and vertical directions. (bottom)
Dynamic topography for the same simulation.

Because dynamic topography results largely from horizontal
buoyancy contrasts in the ice, it is the existence of the
negatively buoyant descending plumes that causes the
depressions.
[20] None of our simulations produce tall, isolated uplifts.
This situation contrasts with conceptual [Pappalardo et al.,
1998] and analytical [Nimmo and Manga, 2002] models
suggesting that positively buoyant diapirs can produce
localized domes. In our simulations, the predominance of
depressions and lack of domes occurs because the convective interior equilibrates at a temperature close to the
melting temperature, which restricts the positive buoyancy
of upwellings but allows great negative buoyancy in
downwellings (if the viscosity contrast is low enough). A
simple estimate illustrates this point. An isostatically
adjusted column of height H with a temperature difference
dT relative to the surroundings has a dynamic topography h 
HadT, where a  1.6 104 K1 is the thermal expansivity.
The plumes ascending from the base are warmer than
their environment by dT  0.02Tm  5 K, implying that if
they extend 20 km vertically, they would have dynamic
topography of order 20 m. This is insufficient to explain the
localized uplifts described by Greenberg et al. [2003],
Spaun [2002], and Pappalardo et al. [1998]. Any partial
melting within the ascending plume would counteract the
plume’s buoyancy, reducing the topography even more. In

Figure 4. (top) Temperature divided by melting temperature for a simulation in a domain 135 km wide and 15 km
deep. The melting-point viscosity h0 is 1013 Pa s, viscosity
107, and
contrast is 104, basal Rayleigh number is 1.2
resolution is 450
50 in the horizontal and vertical
directions. Tidal heating is temperature-dependent with
105. (bottom)
tidal-flexing strain amplitude 0 = 2
Dynamic topography for the same simulation.
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insufficient vertical extent to impinge on the underside of
the upper boundary layer. The key interesting feature is that
the depressions are narrower than in previous figures; their
diameters range from 7 to 20 km in this simulation.
[25] The extent to which the dynamic topography varies
in time depends on the Rayleigh number. At basal Rayleigh
numbers exceeding approximately 108 (depending on the
viscosity contrast), the convection is highly time-dependent
(see Figures 2, 3, and 6), and the topography undergoes
order-unity variations on million-year timescales. In contrast, although the convection in Figure 4 exhibits some
time-dependent characteristics (in particular the locations of
the numerous thin, small-buoyancy plumes descending
from the underside of the upper boundary layer), the basic
convective planform and convective topography are steady
in time. If the Rayleigh number is low enough, true steadystate behavior results (Figure 5). (The Rayleigh number
below which the convection is steady and above which it is
time-dependent increases with viscosity contrast. This
explains why the convection in Figure 5 is steady and that
in Figure 4 is marginally time-dependent despite the fact
that the Rayleigh number in Figure 5 exceeds that in
Figure 4 by a factor of nearly 4.) Any convectively
generated topography on Europa could therefore exhibit
either relatively steady or highly time-variable behavior,
depending on the ice-shell thickness and viscosity.
Figure 5. (top) Temperature divided by melting temperature for a simulation in a domain 150 km wide and 50 km
deep with a melting-temperature viscosity of 1014 Pa s. The
viscosity contrast is 108, tidal flexing amplitude 0 = 2
106, basal Rayleigh number is 4.3 107, and resolution is
150
50. (bottom) Dynamic topography for the same
simulation.

dependence of the convective behavior on h0 is illustrated in
Figures 5 and 6.
[23] Figure 5 shows the temperature and dynamic topography for a simulation with a melting-point viscosity of
1014 Pa s, layer thickness of 50 km (the same as in Figures 2
and 3), and viscosity contrast of 108. As in the high
viscosity-contrast case shown in Figure 2, a thick stagnant
lid forms, and the convective plumes underneath the lid
have temperatures that deviate <3% from the mean temperature. The stiffer ice rheology leads to a steady-state
convective pattern with cells 75 km wide and 25 –30 km
tall, which contrasts with the extreme time dependence of
the convection in the higher Rayleigh number cases of
Figures 2 and 3. The width of the convective cells is
reflected in the dynamic topography, which, as in Figure 2,
correlates with thickness variations in the stagnant lid.
[24] In contrast, Figure 6 illustrates the behavior for a
simulation with h0 = 1012 Pa s, a layer thickness of 15 km
(the same as in Figure 4), and a viscosity contrast of 104. As
with the cases using this same viscosity contrast but stiffer
melting-point viscosity (Figures 3 and 4), the cold ice near
the top boundary in Figure 6 deforms sufficiently to descend
in localized, extremely negatively buoyant downwellings
(again indicative of the transitional or ‘‘sluggish lid’’
regime). The thin plumes that rise from the base, as in
previous figures, have minimal buoyancy and often have

Figure 6. (top) Temperature divided by melting temperature for a simulation in a domain 135 km wide and 15 km
deep with a melting-point viscosity of 1012 Pa s. The
viscosity contrast is 104, constant tidal heating is q = 1
108, and
106W m3, basal Rayleigh number is 1.2
resolution is 450
50 in the horizontal and vertical
directions. (bottom) Dynamic topography for the same
simulation.
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Figure 7. Summary of depth (top) and width (bottom) of
pits produced by simulations with a melting-temperature
viscosity of 1013 Pa s as a function of the viscosity contrast
(i.e., the ratio between the maximum and minimum
viscosities in the simulation). Circles and triangles denote
simulations with depths of 15 and 50 km, respectively.
[26] It is important to realize that the dynamic topography
exists because of the continued existence of convectively
generated thermal anomalies, and if the convection ceased
then the topography would disappear over 106 years (the
time for 10 km-wide thermal anomalies to diffuse away).
[27] Figure 7 summarizes the depths and widths of
depressions as a function of viscosity contrast for a broad
range of simulations performed using h0 = 1013 Pa s. The
figure demonstrates that the pattern illustrated in Figures 2 –
4 holds generally: depression depths reach 100– 300 m at
viscosity contrasts of 103 – 105 but are <40 m at viscosity
contrasts of 106 or more. The maximum depths of depressions for 50 km-thick layers, 300 m, is about three times
greater than the 100-m maximum depth of depressions for
15-km-thick layers. This result is broadly consistent with
the expectation that, for a given negative buoyancy in
downwellings, dynamic topography h should scale with
the depth of the layer H, i.e., h  HadT, where dT is the
temperature difference between the downwelling and its
surroundings. Furthermore, inspection of these simulations
indicates that at viscosity contrasts 105, the width of
depressions is determined by the width of the downwelling
plumes, whereas at viscosity contrasts 106, topography
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instead tends to be associated with horizontal thickness
variations of the stagnant lid. This fact helps explain the
increase in depression widths with increasing viscosity
contrast shown in Figure 7. Interestingly, when deep
depressions exist, their diameters tend to be about three
times greater than the thickness of the upper thermal
boundary layer (as measured from the surface to the top
of the adiabatic region).
[28] For the simulations we performed with constant tidal
heating, the fact that ConMan solves the dimensionless
equations allows us to rescale the existing simulations to
infer the topography for cases with the same Rayleigh
number but differing melting-point viscosities and ice-shell
thicknesses. The output of a simulation constitutes the
nondimensional temperatures, velocities, and stresses over
a nondimensional domain as a function of nondimensional
time for a specified Rayleigh number. The dimensional
length, speed, time, tidal heating rate, and stress are then
obtained by multiplying their nondimensional counterparts
by d, k/d, d2/k, T k r cp/d2, and k h0/d2, respectively. Here
k, r, cp, and h0 are the thermal diffusivity, density, specific
heat, and melting-temperature viscosity; d is the depth of the
system; and T is the temperature difference between the
bottom and top boundaries. (This rescaling cannot be
performed for the simulations that used temperature-dependent tidal heating. Equation (7) implies that simulations
with different melting-temperature viscosities should have
different temperature dependences for the tidal heating, with
the maximum in heating occurring at lower temperature in
simulations with lower values of h0. However, any given
simulation with temperature-dependent heating has a specified temperature dependence, with the maximum in heating
occurring at a particular temperature, and the rescaling
cannot shift this temperature of maximum heating in the
required manner. Therefore rescaling the simulations with
temperature-dependent heating does not preserve the form
of equation (7). This problem does not occur for the
constant tidal-heating simulations, however, and we emphasize that the rescaling is fully rigorous for this case.)
Suppose we want to rescale a simulation (say Figure 3)
from h0 = 1013 Pa s to h0 = 1012 Pa s. For constant g, a, r,
and T (see equation (5)), maintaining constant Rayleigh
number requires us to decrease d by a factor of 101/3, or
2.15. The above relationships determine how the time, tidal
heating rate, and stresses should be rescaled. As a result,
Figure 3 also applies to a case with h0 = 1012 Pa s, d =
23.3 km, width of 139.5 km, and tidal heating rate of 1.38
106 W m3. The aspect ratio of the simulation is preserved
during the rescaling, so the width of the simulation is
reduced by the same factor as the depth. Instead of being
20 km wide, the depressions are thus 20 km/101/3 9 km
wide. The stresses should all be reduced by a factor of 101/3,
and the amplitude of the topography is reduced by the same
factor (equation (8)). The 9-km-wide depressions are therefore 60 m deep.
[29] Applying this procedure to our simulations, we plot
in Figure 8 the expected depth and width of depressions
predicted by our simulations when they are rescaled to
melting-point viscosities h0 = 1012 Pa s (left-hand axes) and
1014 Pa s (right-hand axes). Only simulations performed
with constant tidal heating are included in this rescaling.
Also plotted in Figure 8 are several simulations (including
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Figure 8. Depth (top) and width (bottom) of pits versus
viscosity contrast in constant-heating simulations that have
been rescaled to other melting-temperature viscosities. Left
axes: Melting-temperature viscosity is 1012 Pa s; circles and
triangles denote simulations with ice-shell thicknesses of 7
and 23.3 km, respectively. Right axes: Melting-temperature
viscosity is 1014 Pa s; circles and triangles denote
simulations with ice-shell thicknesses of 32 and 108 km,
respectively. Asterisks denote 15-km-depth simulations
conducted with h0 = 1012 Pa s (the left axes give their
actual pit depths and widths; the right axes give their pit
depths and widths when they are rescaled to h0 = 1014 Pa s,
implying a rescaled depth d = 69.6 km).
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that decreasing the viscosity lowers the stresses and makes
the features shallower, but this may result from the fact that
the rescaling requires us to reduce the ice-layer thickness
when we reduce the viscosity. A full answer to this question
will require thick-shell simulations with low viscosity,
requiring basal Rayleigh numbers exceeding 109, and will
be left for future work.) In summary, our simulations
suggest that convection could produce some of Europa’s
widest depressions, but the numerous small (<5 km-diameter) depressions, and tall uplifts of any diameter, are
difficult to explain.
[31] The spacing of deep depressions in our simulations
ranges from 30 to 200 km, with values near 100 km being
most common, when the melting-temperature viscosity is
1013 Pa s. Increasing or decreasing the melting-temperature
viscosity by an order of magnitude increases or decreases
the spacing by a factor of two. In comparison, the observed
spacing of uplifts and micro-chaos regions is 15– 36 km
[Spaun et al., 2002; Spaun, 2002]. Therefore, as with the
feature diameters, our simulations can only reproduce the
typical observed spacing for extremely low viscosities (h0
1012 Pa s).
[32] In our simulations with a melting-point viscosity of
1013 Pa s, the maximum heat flux that can be supported by
convection is 0.05– 0.07 W m2. Internal heat fluxes less
than these values lead to equilibrated temperatures in the
convective region that are less than the melting temperature.
But tidal heating fluxes 0.05 – 0.07 W m2 (corresponding
to heating rates 1 106 W m3 and 5 106 W m3
for 50 and 15 km-thick layers, respectively) cannot be
convected out rapidly enough, and the temperature rises to
the melting temperature. On Europa, this would cause
widespread partial melting and lead to thinning of the ice
shell. A rescaling similar to that previously described
implies that for melting-temperature viscosities of 1012
and 1014 Pa s, the maximum fluxes consistent with a
convecting ice shell are 0.11 – 0.15 W m2 and 0.02– 0.03
W m2, respectively.

4. Discussion
12

that from Figure 6) explicitly conducted with h0 = 10 Pa s
and 15-km-thick shells. Their pit depths and widths overlap
well with those from the rescaled simulations, illustrating
the validity of the rescaling. And topographic amplitudes
from the simulation in Figure 5, performed using h0 = 1014
Pa s, d = 50 km, and temperature-dependent tidal heating,
also agree well with the constant-heating simulations shown
in Figure 8 that were rescaled to h0 = 1014 Pa s.
[30] For the most realistic melting-temperature viscosities
(1013 – 1014 Pa s), topographic features generated by our
simulations generally have diameters exceeding 10 km
(Figures 7 and 8). This is problematic for the diapiric-origin
hypothesis, because most pits, uplifts, and micro-chaos
regions have diameters less than 6 – 8 km [Spaun, 2002;
Greenberg et al., 2003]. Melting-temperature viscosities of
1012 Pa s or less would allow convection to produce
depressions with diameters <5 km (Figure 8), although this
requires ice grain sizes less than 0.04 mm. It is also not clear
whether such features would be as deep as observed Europan pits (200 – 300 m or more in some cases [Greenberg et
al., 2003; Schenk and McKinnon, 2001]). (Figure 8 hints

[33] We performed numerical simulations of convection
in Europa’s ice shell to test the hypothesis, suggested by
numerous authors, that convection can produce Europa’s
pits and uplifts. Our simulations show that if the strength of
Europa’s near-surface ice is great enough for a stagnant lid
to form at the surface (which occurs for viscosity contrasts
106), then isolated pits or uplifts do not form. Instead, the
convection produces smooth topographic swells that have
amplitudes less than 40 m and wavelengths of typically
60 km. These topographic swells result from horizontal
variations in the stagnant-lid thickness rather than diapiric
activity; the internal density contrasts of the convecting
interior are small enough that ascending and descending
plumes have negligible influence on surface topography.
However, we find that when the surface layers have
viscosities only 103 – 105 times that of the underlying ice,
the cold ice from 1 – 2 km depth is ductile enough to
participate in the convection, leading to the production of
deep depressions. For our standard cases with a meltingtemperature viscosity of 1013 Pa s, the depressions are 100–
300 m deep and 10– 20 km wide. These depths are similar
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to pit depths observed on Europa, but the simulated diameters exceed that of most Europan pits. A rescaling of the
results to other viscosities implies that the widths of the
depressions are 5 – 15 km for a melting-temperature viscosity of 1012 Pa s and 20– 60 km for a melting-temperature
viscosity of 1014 Pa s. Therefore explaining the high
abundance of pits with diameters 5 km requires a melting-temperature viscosity of 1012 Pa s or less.
[34] On Europa, observational evidence suggests that the
fracture yield stress at the surface is 0.4 bar [Hoppa et al.,
1999]. Because Europan convective stresses can exceed 1
bar, it is therefore plausible that plastic deformation plays a
role in the Europan convection. Terrestrial mantle-convection studies that include plastic rheology to account for
lithospheric deformation indicate that the plastic behavior
can lead, at least in some regions, to an effective viscosity
contrast 105 despite the fact that the viscosity contrast in
absence of brittle effects should lie between 1040 and 1070,
and this behavior may be important in allowing plate
tectonics [e.g., Tackley, 2000b]. On Europa, the exact
viscosity contrasts that would result from a brittle lithospheric rheology remain to be seen, but it is plausible that
they would be in the range (c  103 – 105) that allows
convectively generated topography.
[35] The fact that the convective stresses can exceed 1
bar, which is greater than the inferred strength of Europa’s
crust, indicates that surface disruption, and formation of
chaos, could accompany the convection. The high surface
stresses occur only near the deep depressions, so a correlation between convectively generated topography and chaos
is predicted by our model.
[36] Even in the most generous cases, however, our
simulations never produce uplifts or domes, only depressions. This results from the fact that the mean temperature in
the convecting region equilibrates to at least 90% of the
melting temperature, which strongly limits the positive
buoyancy in ascending plumes. Furthermore, ascending
plumes tend to be thin, less than 20 km tall, and often do
not impinge on the underside of the stagnant lid (e.g.,
Figures 2 and 3), which further lessens their ability to
produce a high-amplitude topographic signal at the surface.
Interestingly, Greenberg et al. [2003] demonstrated in their
analysis of Galileo images that the number density of
Europan depressions exceeds that of uplifts, which is
broadly consistent with our results.
[37] It is possible that Europa’s uplifts result from compositional rather than thermal density contrasts, but this
scenario has problems too. The most probable model of
compositional diapirism is one wherein salt-free (hence
low-density) diapirs ascend through a saltier, denser
environment, but it is difficult to understand how such
compositional gradients can be maintained against mixing
if the shell is convecting. A thin, nonconvecting shell can
maintain lateral compositional contrasts, but then the
required density contrasts to produce Europan uplifts
(which sometimes exceed 500 m in height) are implausibly
large. Furthermore, any partial melting in the ice would tend
to deplete the ice shell of salts (which percolate down
into the ocean with the melt), so maintaining such
compositional density contrasts is difficult. Domes might
also result from cryovolcanism, either manifesting as
surface deposits or subsurface intrusions [e.g., Greeley et
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al., 1998; Fagents et al., 2000; Collins et al., 2000].
Long-term retention of the topography would require
either lateral density contrasts in the ice or keels at the
ice-ocean interface, which may be difficult to maintain
over time; nevertheless, such alternatives deserve further
study.
[38] Although convection can produce tall or deep isolated features only with difficulty, we have shown that it is
easy for convection to produce broad, shallow topographic
features. If Europa’s ice shell is convecting, then numerous
low-amplitude topographic undulations caused by the convection may exist across Europa’s surface. Although such
features are extremely hard to detect with current data, there
are a few tantalizing possibilities. Prockter and Pappalardo
[2000] documented the existence of a topographic undulation with 25-km wavelength and unknown amplitude,
which they interpreted as compressive folds. Schenk and
McKinnon [2001] also reported the existence of broad
topographic swells tens of km across. Features such as
these (including the superposed small-scale fractures and
ridges described by Prockter and Pappalardo) may be
consistent with a convective origin.
[39] The natural next step is to extend the simulations to
three dimensions, which will allow better predictions for the
geometry and spacing of topographic features. Other obvious improvements include adding non-Newtonian viscosity,
allowing plastic deformation in the surface layers, and
including the formation, advection, and percolation of
partial melt. It would also be interesting to allow the
thickness of the simulated shell to vary in response to
freezing or melting and explore the extent to which the
shell reaches a stable equilibrium rather than thinning or
thickening over time.
[40] Acknowledgments. We thank A. Dombard, R. Greenberg, H. J.
Melosh, F. Nimmo, P. Schenk, and P. J. Tackley for useful discussions.
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